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O^A ^BBe^Btlaaal aMlMftitM^Maa thaar* fox* ahnllaw BBBFB in

in Si and Ot * . In recent yoara them hawo been too ol*ia», owe

by Raota and htoe* 4>(MI) and tke other by Altarelli and MM *N«|) in the

• f js^Brpornttol Mat " « * U M > " ten* *Meh had btoit neglected to tfct

offooMws aaaa theory. M have attawptad to obtain • relatively

4.K ^AHB '•MBBBBBB^B f ^ B * 4AH1> dBBBMlhtF dBBMB^laBBB 4JkdBBB>feA.BssBl WB^t taB A H

in the point charge nodal. The algnificant dlfferenoe in tte too

otiOMl and latoraUtlal lanwrltioo while tko latter givoa tka

MtlMCT
loM to UM MAWMUCMI tffteUv

Hew tfoners 1B f l , projwtd by Altarclli M * K N en tha MM hand

and RMta «Ml b m «• ttw ettar, ar* «wmtwl in ifeteU. A w i t -

tlonml Mvrwsion for low «MOT t w a t i state wwrty lo glvon

including tha «rr«et of o bond IMOTW to MM conduction

HM different eontrlbvttOM to tko donor ground otata in Si ar»

dii

lowel only for tha interstitial alto.

approaiato way In «kioh tko potential onorgy notria olonanta I

treated by All ohattld to reoponaible for the djacrapaafiy. Altarolll

torn drew attention to the onioalon of the intorvnlley kinetic

overlap tome in tko Ml ajarmnti and reiterated AM reaalto

earlier

Nora recently neaca has elalnad that tha approach of Mt haa now

received support fro* the experlaental atody of group TI donor levels in

Si and their hydrostatic preseure dependent. Kven though M have tried to

analyse tka treatment of AH and Altarolll baa atteapted in turn to
e)

HHUMMt . ttlBSn

July 198b

analyse the treatment of Ml, the recent publication of

for a oonowhat nore detailed ooaparlson of the two approaches'. The present

work la an attaapt in that direction.

In section II we outline the theory coopering the treotaonto of Ml

and AH. A variation! eapreaalon for the donor ground state energy B la

presented. The Modification in the ospreeslon for B due to the inclusion

of a nearby conduction band la pointed out. Section III contains the

lo bo submitted for publication.
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II. THEORY

The basic equation to be solved for the donor states is

[H0+vA] (1)

where H is the unperturbed crystal Hamiltonian and V is the donor

potential. In both approaches (RR and AH) the impurity wave function * is

expanded in terms of the set of linearly independent functions {$(ti, r)}

defined by

(2)

where the Bloch function near the conduction band minimum u is given by

(3)

(6)

where

ui
(7)

The summation index j is over all the bands, except the conduction band c

under consideration. An inspection of the band structure of Si shows the
9)

presence of a band close to the conduction band minimum . Pantelides had

considered this point by treating the bands at the x point through the

degenerate k-P theory. We prefer to use the nondegenerate perturbation

theory upto the second order for the energy at the conduction band minimum

where the bands are not degenerate in Si. If we include just one extra

term in the expansion (6), we have for the Bloch function

(a } in Eq.{2)are coefficients determined from the symmetry of the impurity
1) + -+

state , n is a small vector around the conduction band minimum at k
if(n,r) is an eigenstate of H withand N=6 for Si. Evidently

0 -» +

eigenvalue E^fk + i ) .

The impurity wave function is written in the above one-band

approximation as

The Bloch function in Eq.(2)is approximated in both approaches as
.—) —a

(5)

(8)

1 0 1
where A is the energy difference between E and E , E being the

c c c
energy corresponding to the Bloch state $ (k ,r) just above E (k ).

pV is the momentum matrix element between the states • and 41 :
10 c c

Substituting Eq.(l4)in (l) and taking scalar product with respect to

<t>fn' , r 1), one gets

(9)

This may easily be seen to be equivalent to retaining only the first term

"*••*• Q t^x

in the k.p result for "T . •?trJ

This equation yields the "simple" equation obtained by RR on the following

approximations, in addition to the approximation (5);

(approximate orthogonality of the
basis functions)
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( i l )

2. 2,

C " c ¥/ 5 ^ *
A /In

(spherical band approximation^
w i t h scalar effective mass m )

Eq.(9) now becomes

(10)

which yields the r-space equation

_ I1"^7L-£ vfr) ffr) dr =

E* in Eq.(ll) is the donor energy measured from E (k ) and F(r) is the

Fourier transform of c(Fp.

Considering noV the AH approach which consists in substituting Eq,

(4) in (1) and taking scalar product with respect to ty(r) (instead of

• (I,?)), one has in the place of Eq.(9), the equation,

jff 'c*ry)/rtrr)c-(

£ (12)

Unlike Eq.(9), this eouation has a form convenient for variational

calculations. Using blq.(2), Eq.{12) becomes,

(13)

Using the approximation given in £q.(5), £q.(13) becomes

- 5 -

(14)

Using the expansion for the periodic part of the Bloch functions in terms of

reciprocal lattice vectors Qp

Eq.{14) becomes

(15)

•v r

- £ (16)

Using the inverse transformation for c«,,(&) of Eq.(15) and

defining the Fourier transform of C(n) as F(r") as before, Eq.(16) becomes

LI •" r

(17)
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If one assumes the same envelope function for all the valleys, Eq.

(17) gives on writing explicitly the inverse transform of V and performing

the summation over Gt

(18)

where use has been made of Eq.(2)

It is easy to obtain

(19)

Thus the expression for E suitable for a variational calculation is

(£0)

In the spherical band approximation the kinetic energy operator T(

is - — j V . Eq. (20) is equivalent to 5j. b.ol if 1 * (O* ?) | is taken
2 m

as unity in the kinetic energy and the overlap terms. If one goes beyond

the approximation in Eq,(5), one finds, using Eq.(8) on the assumption that

_ î.p mav ^e replaced by some average value A , that ]$ (0, r) |

is replaced by |<K*O,r)|2 + * <KO,r) * (0,r*) + V ij,'(0,?) t> (O.r*) +

where

I
(21)

- 7 -

III. DISCUSSION

For detailed numerical calculations (which are underway) for the

A state, if one chooses the origin at the inversion point in Si, one has

using the approximation in Eq.{5),

'M = i 111
If we take the spherical average, we get

(23)

The vector T inEq.(22) is B ^ (1,1,1),a,,being the lattice
p D O

parameter, and G is a number which depends on whether the site is

stfbstitutional <fî l) or interstitial. The numerical work in finding out the

minimum value of E inEq.{20) for a suitable trial function for F(?)

can be carried out provided the Bloch functions corresponding to the energies
E (k ) and E (k ) are available. These functions to be obtained on the
c y C M

basis of band structure calculations, in general, will depend on the choice

of the crystal pseudopotential.

For preliminary estimates of the relative contribution by different

terms to the donor ground state energy we have approximated |$(0,r*)| to a

form

shellwhere d and d are from the c-coefficients for the <̂ C

d and d to approximately replace the contributions from the ^ 1 1 1 ^

shell after dropping the terms corresponding to minima on different axes

and the k 's are the magnitude of the appropriate vectors. We also

approximate the products $(0,F) <|> (0,r) and | • (0,r)| as

(24)

5)
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1 1) (25)

and

(26)

where Gi = — ( 1 , 0,0). The approximations(25) and (26) are equivalent
1 "0 -*

to retaining only the G> = 0 coefficient in the expansions of

u> (r) Uf i (r) and U,- •* (r) U,-* -i (r) into Fourier series.
V v 1 V ' 1 kij+Oi

With a choice of t^-x.0.6 (this is obtained by replacing ??. i>*

by its classical value and approximating 1} to be 10% of

f/smA/ "fi and a hydrogen Is function as a trial function, we obtain the

following results for a point charge potential screened by the static
10)

dielectric function due to Vinsome and Richardson

(i) Inclusion of the extra kinetic energy term arising out of the

nonorthogonality of the basis functions, increases the kinetic energy and

thus reduces the donor binding energy.

(ii) Omission of the above kinetic energy term (as was done by RR)

is quite serious.

(iii) Inclusion of the additional terms due to the l?/p expansion

(Eq.8) increases the kinetic energy and depresses the potential energy.

The magnitudes of these terms depend on the choice of d and d in Kq.(24).
3 H

the values of which are different for the substitutional and interstitial

sites.

(iv) The effect of overlap has a neglible - effect. .

As examples, some numerical results are presented in Table 1.

If one uses anisotropic effective masses, the kinetic energy can be

expected to be further enhanced.. The above qualitative conclusions are

expected to be valid even when more realistic impurity potentials are used.

In view of the delicate features involved very accurate calculations of the

different contributions have to be made. A self-consistent peeudopotential

- 9 -

band structure calculation would be required with crystal pseudopotential

consistent with the impurity pseudopotential. Work on these lines is

under progress.
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TABLE 1

Ground state energy for a screened point-charge impurity potential

in Si with conduction band effective mass m*=.2987 m . All energies in

mev and a is in a. u, 1,11, III and IV correspond respectively to no

intervalley terms included, intervalley terms included, K.E. overlap omitted

and intervally terms included together with additional K.E. and P.E. terms.

1 and 2 correspond to the choice of parameters (d ,d ,d_,d ) respectively as
1 2 3 4

(-.198, 1.5S8, .14, .14) and (-.198, 1.588, 11.0, 11.0). Results in brackets

are with overlap included.

I.I arri

1.2

II . l

II.2

I I I . l

111.2

IV.l

IV.2

a

34.5

(34.5)

33.1

(33.1)

19.5

(19.6)

31.2

(31.2)

28.8

20.9

Vintra

-74.23

(-74.23)

-77.47

(-77.47)

-135.26

(-134.52)

-82.36

(~fl2.36)

-89.50

-125.54

T
intra

33.25

(38.25)

41.55

(41.55)

119.74

(118.52)

46.77

(45.77)

inter

- •

-

-2.36

(-2.36)

-98.53

(-36.81)

-2.51

(-2.81)

Tinter

-

-

0.98

(0.98)

49.48

(48.31)

-

-

54.89

104.23 •

-3.55

-80.33

1.77

37.59

Vadd

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-5O.S7

-92.26

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28.63

63.95

E

-35.98

(-35.96)

-37.30

(-37.30)

-64.57

(-64.40)

-33.39

(-36.39)

-58.40

-B7.41
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